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Abstract 
Mizokani, T., On &extensions of generalized metric spaces, Topology and its Applications 54 
(1993) 165-171. 
We give some results about +-extensions in the sense of Klebanov for classes of generalized 
metric spaces. 
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In this paper, we assume that all spaces are T, topological spaces and mappings 
are continuous and onto. The letter N always denotes all positive integers. 
The concept of &extensions of a class of spaces was originally introduced by 
Klebanov, but for a particular case of the class of metric spaces we can go back to 
Filippov. Let us give the definition of &extensions of a class ‘27: 
Definition [3]. Let $9 be a class of spaces. Then a space Y is called the ~#~extension 
of E’ if Y is the closed image of the product space n(X,: (Y E Al, where IX,) C 57. 
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As the range of ‘Z?‘, we consider when ‘i? is a class of some kind of generalized 
metric spaces such as: 
metric space 
La&rev space Moore space 
stratifiable space developable space 
I 
paracompact a-space 
space with a c+-locally finite 
closed network 
As the most familiar example, we can cite a “dyadic space”, which is the 
&extension of compact metric spaces. On the other hand, a LaSnev space is a 
simple example of the +-extension of metric spaces. Specifically, Klebanov called 
the +-extension of metric spaces a +-space [21. In general, any $-extension of a 
class @? does not necessarily belong to E’. But, if we add to Y the condition of 
being first countable, then we often can observe that Y belongs to ‘E again. For 
example, the following are well known: 
Fact 1. Every first countable dyadic space is compact metrizable. 
Fact 2. Every .first countable Lahev space is metrizable. 
With respect to the class of metric spaces, Klebanov obtained the similar 
results, [2,31, generalizing both two facts above: 
Fact 3. Every first countable +extension of metric spaces is metrizable. 
Viewing these results, it is natural to ask the following question: 
Question. For what class ‘Z’ of generalized metric spaces does a first countable 
+-extension of @ belong to ‘8’ again? 
The condition of being first countable is necessary in the extent we are 
concerned with. In fact, it is known that the product space NXl is not even 
subparacompact. Until1 now, the positive results were obtained other than Facts 1, 
2 and 3 above as follows: 
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Fact 4 [4]. Every first countable &extension of Lake, spaces is a Las’nev space, and 
hence metrizable. 
This refines Fact 3. We give the definition of a developable space. A space X is 
called developable if there exists a sequence {gn,: n E N} of open covers of X such 
that for each point p of X, {S(p, 2Ym/,): n E N} is a local base at p in X. A regular 
developable space is called a Moore space. In [4], it is posed whether any first 
countable &extension of developable spaces is developable. The next is a positive 
answer to it: 
Fact 5 [5]. Every first countable @extension of Moore spaces is developable. 
A regular space X is called stratifiable if X has the stratification [l]. But the 
later research shows that a space X is a stratifiable space if and only if X has a 
a-closure-preserving quasi-base. Those spaces not only have the countably produc- 
tive property but also are closed under closed mappings. As for a first countable 
&extension Y of stratifiable spaces, Klebanov stated only that Y has to be 
paracompact [3]. But we can show that Y is also stratifiable. This result itself is 
stated slightly without proof in [4]. As the proof contains the different part from 
the case of La&rev spaces in [4], we give it as a perfect one. 
Theorem 1. Every first countable +-extension of stratifiable spaces is stratifiable. 
For the proof, we introduce two notations: For a family Z of subset of a space 




Proof. Let Y be a first countable $-extension of stratifiable spaces. The essential 
part of the argument in [3, Theorems 2 and 31 assures that Y is the image of a 
product space XXX(A) of a stratifiable space X and a product space X(A) = 
II{X,: (Y =A], where each X, is a compact metric space, under a closed mapping 
f. Let 9 = LJ { Fn: n E N} be a network for X such that for each n, ~Fn c F,, + I and 
Fn is a locally finite family of closed subsets of X. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that F is closed under any finite intersections. Since X is paracom- 
pact, for each n there exists a locally finite family {U(F): F E 9J of open subsets 
of X such that F c U(P) for each F E Fn. Since X is a stratifiable space, each F 
has a closure-preserving closed quasi-outer base B’(F) in X such that lJ 9(F) c 
U(F). For each FE F, take a point x(f) E F arbitrarily. By [6, p. 4811 and by the 
first countability of Y, the dyadic subspace 
Y(F) =fUx(FH xX(4) 
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is a compact metrizable space. Therefore Y(F) has a countable closed quasi-base 
27(F) = (G,(F): n E N}. Without loss of generality, we can assume that for each II, 
there exists a countable quasi-outer base (G,(,,(F): i E N} of G,(E;) in X such that 
IG,,,$ c HE;) and GnCi+ i) c Int GnCi) for each i. For each FE LT, let 
fF =fl{x(F)} xX(A) : b(F)) xX(A) + Y(F) 
and let pF : {x(F)} XX(A) +X(A) be the projection. Let g, : X(A) + Y(F) be a 
mapping such that fF = g, 0 pF. Set 
H(F, n, B) =B x$(G,(F)) 
for each B ES’(F), FE &, n, k E N, and set 
Z(n, k) = (H(F, n, B): B&@(F) and FWk} 
u{u(F) xg,‘(G,(F)): FE%}, 
ST= U{Z(n, k): n, kEfW). 
Claim 1. For each n, k E N, Z(n, k) is a closure-preserving family of closed subsets 
ofXXX(A). 
Proof. Observe that for each F E Fk, k E N, 
U{H(F, n, B): BE&~(F)} cU(F) XX(A) 
and that (U(F) xX(A): FE St,} is locally finite in XX X(A). Since for each 
F E 9j, {H(F, n, B): B ES’(F)} is closure-preserving in XX X(A), it follows that 
{H(F, n, B): BE&~?(F) and FEDS} 
is closure-preserving in X XX(A). The remaining family 
{U(F) x g?(G,(F)): FE %} 
is obviously closure-preserving in X X X(A). 
We define a binary relation N on XXX(A) as follows: For each p, q EXX 
X(A), let p -q if and only if p E C(q, 2). 
Claim 2. - is an equivalence relation on X x X(A). 
Proof. It suffices to show that p - q if and only if 2 = Zq. The if part is trivial. 
To see the only if part, let p - q. Then 2, c ZP follows directly from the 
definition of N . Assume that there exists HE xP\Zq. Let p = (x, y), q = (x’, y ‘) 
and H = B x g;l(G,(F)) or H = U(F) x g;‘(G,(F)). Since U{S’(F): F E 9) is a 
quasi-base for X, obviously x =x’ holds. Both p E H and q &H imply 
y E$(G,(F)) but y’%‘(G,P’)). 
That is, 
f((x(F), Y)) E G,(F) but f((x(F), Y’)) +G,z(F). 
Take m E N such that 
G,(F) n G,(F) = fl and f((x(F), Y’)) EG,(F). 
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This implies 4 E H’ but p & H’ for 
H’=Bxg,‘(G,(F)) or U(F) Xg;l(G,(F)) ~2. 
This is a contradiction to p - q. Hence we have 2YP = 2Yq. 
For each H = B X g,‘(G,,(F)) E Z, let 
H o = Int B X g;‘(Int G,(F)) 
and set 
A?‘” ={H”: HE%}. 
Claim 3. For each point p E X X X(A), 
C(P, 2) =C(p, 2”“). 
proof. Let p = (x, y). Obviously C(p, 23 3 C(p, 3 o 1. Assume P’ = (x’, Y’) E 
c(p, z)\C(p, z”“).Then p’~C(p, S?)implies x=x’. p’$c(p, ~“)imPks 
that 
(x, y) E Int B xgF’(Int G,(F)), 
(x, y’) $ Int B xg;‘(Int G,(F)) 
for some B ES(F) or B = U(F), FE 9,, II, k E N. Take m E N such that 
f((x(Q Y)) E G,(F) =Int G,(F). 
Then we have 
and 
p EB xg;‘(G,(F)) Efl(k, m) 
p’+ U(F) xg;‘(G,,@‘)) Ez(k, m). 
This contradicts p’ E C(p, 2%. Hence we have C(p, 2? = c(p, 2 o ). 
Let Z be the quotient space (XX X(A))/- with the quotient mapping 
t : X x X(A) + Z. We establish the following two claims: 
Claim 4. t is a perfect mapping. 
Proof. For each point p E X x X(A), we write t(p) = [PI E Z. For each P = (x, Y > 
E X x X(A), we can easily see t -‘(I pl) = 1x1 X K,, where 
KP= n{g,‘(G,(F)): p-xgF1(G,(F))Ex) 
is a closed subset of X(A), and hence compact in X(A). Thus, each point inverse 
of t iscompact in XxX(Al.Tosee theclosednessof f, let tC’(ipl) CO ~~~~~~~~~ 
Then by the observation above, we have 
{x) xK,cUxVcO 
for some u E T~ and VE 7x(Aj, where p =(x, y). Take F, E Fj, k E N and 
B, Ed such that 
xEF,cInt B,cB,cU. 
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Fix 11, E N; then we have 
t-‘(M) Cff(F,? n1, B,)O cH(F,, nl, B,) CUXX(A). 
By the inclusion K, c I/ and by the compactness of K,, there exists a finite 
subfamily 
(Bjxg$(G,~fi,)): i=2,...,s) c_+%? 
such that 
{x) xK,c +ixg;,‘(Gn~Fi)): i=2,...,s) 
cxxv. 
By the first assumption on {G,(F)}, for each i = 2,. . . , s, we can take yli E N such 
that 
n{g,,‘(C,i,): i=2 ,..., s}cV. 
Set 
H, =H(F,, n1, B,), 
H,=U(e.)xgk’(G,,),i=2 ,..., s. 
Then we have easily 
t-‘([p]) c h Hi” s 
i=l 
ci~lHicUxV. 
Since by Claim 3, t<n iHi” ) is an open neighborhood of [pl and 
t-‘( t( i()lHio)) CUXV, 
t is a closed mapping. 
Claim 5. Z is a stratifiable space. 
Proof. By the argument above, t(X’) is a quasi-base for 2, where A?’ is a family of 
all finite intersections of members of A?. By Claims 1 and 4, t(X’> is a cT-closure- 
preserving family of closed subsets of Z. Hence Z is a stratifiable space. 
Let g : Z -+ Y be a mapping defined by q([pl) = f(p) for each point [ pl E Z. 
To see that g is well defined, it suffices to show that p -q implies f(p) = f(q). 
Let p = (x, y) and q = (x’, y’). Take a decreasing network {Fhcnj: n E N) csi at x 
in X. Then obviously x( FAcn,) + x and II + m. From the definition of - , we have 
f((44(,)), Y)) =f((x&J9 Y$ n EN* 
Because of the continuity of f, we have f(p) =f(q>. Since f=g 0 t, g is a closed 
mapping. Hence Y is a stratifiable space. Thus we complete our task. 0 
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The argument above applies to the case of paracompact a-spaces in the sense of 
[7] as follows: 
Theorem 2. Every first countable &extension of paracompact u-spaces is a paracom- 
pact a-space. 
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